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The number of terminally ill prison inmates rises each year. Mental health professionals

are uniquely prepared to provide therapy during the end-of-life process with their assess-

ment, training, empathy, and communication skills.This case study examines the six-

month therapy of one terminally ill inmate, using a client-centered approach. Drawing

from existential therapy, the review of meaningful life events in the client’s life clarifies

current goals and the value of the current final stage of life. Ethical issues that arose are

discussed, including pain management and compassionate release. Creative solutions to

these ethical dilemmas were implemented through consideration of the overt and underly-

ing goals of the inmate, the necessary rules and protocols of the prison, and in conjunction

with professional codes of ethics.

Few issues require more ethical attention and analysis than prisoner
populations and terminal illness.When these two issues are combined,
as in the case of terminally ill inmates, the ethical issues are com-
pounded. A multitude of situations are encountered, including issues
regarding painmanagement, do-not-resuscitate (DNR) status andcom-
passionate release, in addition tomanyothers.The number of terminally
ill inmates grows each year as well (GRACEProjects, 2000), creating a
greater need for mental health professionals in correctional facilities to
address the special needs of this population.Mental health professionals
are uniquely prepared for providing therapy during the end-of-life
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process, to facilitate psychological health during this tumultuous time,
with their assessment, training, empathy, and communication skills
(DeAngelis, 2002). There is a growing involvement of therapists in the
end-of-life process (DeAngelis, 2002).

Many therapists who choose to do therapy with terminally ill
patients are drawn to humanistic, client-centered, and existential
therapies (Baum&Gallagher,1987;Spira,1997).Becauseof theemphasis
on empowering clients in their own growth, client-centered therapy
can produce particularly difficult ethical conflicts when the client is in
a controlled environment, such as a prison. More specifically, these
conflicts can arise when the institution uses the therapist. This conflict
can be described as that of a dual role. On the one hand, the role of
the therapist is to aid the client. On the other hand, the employment
of the therapist requires that strict protocol and rules be followed to
ensure the safety of the prison, and society at large. It is very important
that therapists are clear concerning who the client is.‘‘Individual and,
increasingly, group therapeutic practice often occurs in a larger context
of therapist, client, and an array of third parties including family mem-
bers, employers, insurers, courts, and government agencies’’ (Smith-
Bell & Winslade, 1999, p. 152). Outside of the prison environment,
end-of-life care includes medical professionals, clergy, family, social
workers, and attorneys. The unique setting of a prison creates an even
larger number of individuals, including security staff, prison adminis-
trators, and (at times) even the governor. All of these individuals may
have different beliefs about the end-of-life process and may control
decisions made about the inmates’ life. Mistrust is common on the part
of the confined inmate, and also on the part of the security and health
care staff. This mistrust leads to escalating difficulties on both sides,
including depression and helplessness in a terminally ill inmate and
anger and burn-out in staff members. In this milieu of mistrust, a
therapist must be clear and honest with everyone she works with, and
explain her role.

The American Psychological Association (APA) Code of Ethics
(1992) stated:

Principle B: Integrity . . . Psychologists strive to be aware of their own belief
systems, values, needs, and limitations and the effect of these on their work.To
the extent feasible, they attempt to clarify for relevant parties the roles they are
performing and to function appropriately in accordance with those roles.
(p. 1599)
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TheAPACode further indicated:

1.21Third-Party Requests for Services.

a) When a psychologist agrees to provide services to a person or entity at the
request of a third party, the psychologist clarifies to the extent feasible, at the
outset of the service, the nature of the relationship with each party.This clar-
ification includes the role of the psychologist (such as therapist, organiza-
tional consultant, diagnostician, or expert witness), the probable uses of the
services provided or the information obtained and the fact that there may be
limits to confidentiality.

b) If there is a foreseeable risk of the psychologist’s being called upon to perform
conflicting roles because of the involvement of a third party, the psychologist
clarifies the nature anddirectionof his or her responsibilities, keeps all parties
appropriately informed as matters develop, and resolves the situation in
accordance with this Ethics Code. (p.1603)

In other professional codes of ethics, the arrangement with third par-
ties is also clearly described. The American Counseling Association
(1995) stated:

D.1. RelationshipsWith Employers and Employees

a. Role Definition. Counselors define and describe for their employers and
employees the parameters and levels of their professional roles.
D.4. SubcontractorArrangements
When counselors work as subcontractors for counseling services for a third
party, they have a duty to inform clients of the limitations of confidentiality that
the organization may place on counselors in providing counseling services to
clients. (p.11)

The National Association of SocialWorkers (NASW;1999) also con-
siders the commitment to employers and its ethical implications. The
NASWstates:

3.09 Commitments to Employers

(a) Social workers generally should adhere to commitments made to employers
and employing organizations.

(c) Social workers should take reasonable steps to ensure that employers are
aware of social workers’ ethical obligations as set forth in the NASWCode
of Ethics and of the implications of those obligations for socialwork practice.

(d) Socialworkers should not allowan employing organization’s policies, proce-
dures, regulations, or administrative orders to interfere with their ethical
practice of socialwork. Socialworkers should take reasonable steps to ensure
that their employing organizations’practices are consistent with the NASW
Code of Ethics. (p. 41)
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The following case study explores some of the ethical issues that arose
during the treatment of a terminally ill inmate, and how those ethical
issues were resolved in a manner congruent with both concern for the
mental health of the inmate, and the appropriate adherence to Depart-
ment of Corrections protocol.

Case Study

W.1was an inmate serving a life sentence.When I began working with
him, he had already been diagnosedwith end-stage cancer, yet had sur-
vived for some years since the diagnosis. He lived for another sixmonths
and we met every one to two weeks. My approach was experiential,
although we also discussed cognitive-behavioral strategies for handling
specific problems, from anxiety to interacting with medical staff.

Several group therapies have developed for terminally ill persons,
drawing on the insights of existential therapy (Greenstein & Breitbart,
2000; Spira, 1997; for reviews, see Baum & Gallagher, 1987; Richman,
1995). These therapies attempt to help terminally ill individuals recog-
nize what is meaningful about their experiences. By determining what
is meaningful to them, they are therefore able to decide what they value
and how to prioritize goals in their current lives. In order to clarify
howW. understood his illness in our first session, I asked him to explain
the cause of his illness. He explained:

It’s likemy friendwho just died last week. Itold him hemademe sick and turned
away from him because he would not even try, he would just lay there and cry
like little baby and blame every one else for his sickness. No one gave him the
cancer, he got it from smoking. It’s like me. If I really wanted to I could sue the
health service because I kept telling them for over one year that something was
wrong and they would tell me nothing was wrong, to go back and shut up and
stopbothering them. So finally when someone did listen tome it was too late and
they could not cure me or even help me.What’s so funny is they had already
taken our smokes from us 5 months before the cancer started. But then I knew
what I was up against by smoking, so it’s still my own fault this happened. And I
will not go easy, that’s for sure, and not before my time.They all tell me,‘‘How
are you still alive?’’

1The name and some details have been changed in order to maintain confidentiality of the
client.
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The personalmeaning for the cause of the terminal illnesswas impor-
tant toW. He vacillated between blaming the system in which he was
imprisoned and his own behavior. Blaming oneself can be easier than
allowing others to have responsibility for events, or acknowledging that
events can be random, because it gives a sense of control (Janoff-
Bulman, 1992). At the beginning of therapy, W. was very angry and
depressed. Blaming himself or the environment led to more anger.
Focusing on the loss of control over his health led to more depression.

In the book Man’s Search for Meaning (Frankl, 1939/1963), Victor
Frankl wrote of the horrors of life imprisoned and the clarification of
what was meaningful for himself and his fellow prisoners.

A man who let himself decline because he could not see any future goal found
himself occupiedwith retrospective thoughts. In a different connection, we have
already spoken of the tendency there was to look into the past, to help make the
present, with all its horrors, less real. But in robbing the present of its reality
there lay a certain danger. It became easy to overlook the opportunities to make
something positive of camp life, opportunities which really did exist. Regarding
our ‘‘provisional existence’’as unreal was in itself an important factor in causing
the prisoners to lose their hold on life; everything in a way became pointless.
Such people forgot that often it is in just such an exceptionally difficult external
situation which gives man the opportunity to grow spiritually beyond himself.
Instead of taking the camp’s difficulties as a test of their inner strength, they did
not take their life seriously anddespised it as something of no consequence.They
preferred to close their eyes and to live in the past. Life for such people became
meaningless. (p.113)

Similarly one goal of terminally ill inmatesmaybe to findmeaning in
their lives, and mental health professionals are in a unique position to
facilitate this search. In the sessions withW., we focused on the small
goals over which he did have control and enjoying the life he had left.
The anger he felt gave him a great deal of perseverance, as indicated by
his statement ‘‘I will not go easy, and not before my time.’’When direc-
ted, it was this perseverance that allowed him to find and pursue his
goals.

PainManagement

W. exemplified the effect of attitude onmental andphysical health.Most
meaningful to himwas being released from prison, and toward this end
he wanted to survive as long as possible. When I asked him what he
needed most, he responded:
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It’s like this.When someone is dying they really need to have someone whowill
listen to thembecause we become very lonely and full of questions. Like what if,
how you think I will die, how long do you think I have? The least little thing
happens to you, you start letting yourself think,‘‘This is it!!’’ I do not want to
die here in prison.

His desire and firm belief that he would be released motivated every
partof everyday.W. hadveryclear ideas about how to improve his survi-
val. For him, survival was more important than outward signs of a good
quality of life. His emphasis on this portion of the trade-off was because
he believed that the length of time he survived increased the likelihood
of his release, his primary goal.

A surprising interaction of the incarceration environment and W.’s
experience was the connection that he, like many of the inmates, felt to
their physical bodies. In an environment with so few resources, having
control over one’s body has profound meanings attached. Many of the
inmates had special meditation or exercise routines, and this proved
very beneficial in dealing with pain and bodily changes.W. had been a
competitive athlete for most of his life andwas very skilled at perceiving
his particular level of tolerance. He was able to describe changes to his
body in incredible detail, and he often chose to tolerate pain.

The nursing staff was concerned that W.’s refusal of increased pain
medication during some episodes was because of denial that he was
terminally ill. They wanted him to go to an off-site hospital for pain
medication that they could not provide at the prisonbecause of its classi-
fication as a controlled substance. The nurses suggested to me that my
role was to get him to accept his terminal status, and then he would
accept more pain medication. They felt that as a prison employee, I
should be able to convince him to comply with their level of medical
treatment.

It was not immediately clear to me that this issue was an ethical
dilemma. It was common for me to teach inmates improved communi-
cation skills to behave appropriately and/or assertively in eliciting the
health care they needed. However, I came to realize that the nurses
had placedW. in the category of ‘‘denial’’. Many terminally ill persons
use denial to protect others and preserve relationships (Connor, 1992).
Once the nurses believed he was ‘‘in denial’’, his behavior was inter-
preted in light of this category.

As a fellow healthcare worker, I was expected to coerce him into
changing his behavior, and accepting the level of pain medication. I
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knew that it had become an ethical conflict when I found that I had
trouble proceeding inmy sessionwithW. I felt an obligation to the prison
staff and the pain protocols that the nurses followed. However, I felt an
obligation to the goals of my client. I was caught in a dual role.

It has been shown that the meaning of the pain to the patient is a
strong predictor of howmuchpain is subjectively experienced (Barkwell,
1991). For me, questioningW. further clarified the situation:

They want me to go to the hospital for pain control. But Iam not going. I would
rather stay here. Up there they just leave you chained to a bed and forget about
you. It’s [the pain episode] only happened 3 times so far and it only lasts for
about 30 minutes. Most of it is my ear. It is swollen shut.Well, I am not trying
to put off the dying part but I am trying to live what is left the best I can. But
running to the hospital is not going to help any at all.

ForW., the increase inmedication or transport to the hospital for pain
control indicated a loss of control. Like many terminally ill patients,W.
was afraid of being over-medicated. He preferred his alert mental status
to reducedpain.Analertmental statusmeant hewasprogressing toward
his goal (survival until release). Despite some physical pain, the goal-
directedbehavior inducedamorepositive emotional state.Throughclar-
ificationwewere able to come toacompromise.Thenurses agreedto rely
onW.’s subjective pain reports.W. agreed to the following protocol:

JustgivemetheTylenol-3andletmeouttomovearoundandIwillwork itout.The
pain onmy temple becomesmore thanwhat Ican handle all at once . . .When it
becomesmore thanwhat Icandealwith then Iwill say,‘‘Let’s go to thehospital.’’

This situation brought to light several ethical issues with regard to
patients’ rights when the patient is incarcerated. Clarifying the thera-
pist’s role to the staff (i.e., valuing the goals of the client) and clarifying
the therapist’s role to the client (i.e., adhering to a pain management
protocol) was vital to the solution of this dilemma. In addition, empathy
for the inmate and for the nurses allowed the underlying meaning of
the proposed actions (e.g., increased pain medication or transport to
the hospital) tobe discovered.W. saw increasedmedication as thwarting
his goal of an alert mental status, and he was willing to tolerate subjec-
tively minor increases in pain.The nurses perceivedW.’s outward signs
of pain as an indication that they needed to increase medication in
accordance with their pain management protocol. Although pain
reduction was an admirable goal, the breakdown of communication
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prevented W.’s true motivation to be included. An ethical compro-
mise was achieved that upheld responsibilities both to the client and the
institution.

Compassionate Release

Clarifyingwhat ismeaningful to an individual puts into relief what goals
the individual values and prioritizes. Because of the nature of limited
time and energy in the latter stages of a terminal illness, the importance
of those goals may become greater each day. But how do we handle the
situation when the goals of a terminally ill inmate and the goals of the
institution may conflict? On the one hand, mental health and quality
of life can be greatly improved by goal-directed activity (Fawzy, Hyun,
&Wheeler,1997). On the other hand, the goals of inmates often include
control over one’s medical care or release from prison and these goals
are often disallowed because of imprisonment. The National Institute
of Corrections (Anno, 2001) stated:

Biomedical ethics is based on patient choice because the patient has the over-
whelming moral authority in matters affecting his or her body and mind. But
the very foundation of correctional philosophy is that someone other than the
inmate has the ultimate say over his or her behavior, movement, and personal
decisions. (p.70)

The motivating goal for W. was compassionate release. The most
importantdaily task forW.was survival, because survivalmeantachance
of release. Consequently, the effort to control his physicalbodywas enor-
mous. He askedconstantly for information about his physical status, as a
kind of biofeedback.This type of monitoring has been documented as a
way that personswith late-stage cancer exert control over their situation
(Lewis, Haberman, &Wallhagen,1987).When Iasked himwhat advice
hewould give to otherswhowere terminally ill, he replied:

Everybody has to find what works for them. But first you have to have the want
to live to put the time into it. It’s like I have to make myself eat. They told me
when my vitals started to go then I would know it’s close to my time.Well, that
started 2 weeks ago so I asked what makes each one so I can put a game plan
together and each time bring [my vital signs] back to normal, or close. In the
morning it is a little low so in the afternoon when they do it again I will have it
back to normal. Lack of water will bring it down so I add a little more. Getting
excited or thinking too hard about something not good will make it high. So
when you find out, stop and then think what you were doing so you do not do it
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again. It’s mainly self control. Being aware of what youwant in life and howbad
youwant it.

Accepting and supportingW.’s goal of compassionate release was my
primary focus in our first sessions. In a client-centered approach, it is
important to accept how the client views his situation. Seeing through
the client’s lens is vital, even while seeing a future for the client when he
may have a different perspective. I knew that goals change frequently,
almost weekly, when physical health is declining. I tried to remain very
rooted in the present in our sessions, and discussed his current state and
the meaning of his current goals. Because he had come to trust that I
was supportive of his goals, he paradoxically was able to discuss other
possibilities when the likelihood of release dwindled. In the second of
his six months, he stated:

It does not look like they’re going to letme out and I still have one year for awork
furlough, two years for parole . . . I already told them that when it’s time to just
leave me alone, do not try to save me or any machine . . .My vitals are still per-
fect . . .Thank you for coming and I will see you next time, so take care, because
I still have a lot of fight left in me. Oneway or another I will still be here, andup
and around.

As the months passed, there was no response to his petition for com-
passionate release.W. held onto every shred of hope, through comments
of correctional officers and administrators. He became convinced that
the Lord had already granted his goal of release, and this idea brought
him a great deal of peace. In one of the first sessions that he mentioned
this spiritual aspect, he reported:

Friday I talked to a guy . . .and he said first thing Monday he would get started
on trying to get me out. But I am not looking to that. The Lord will send me
home�free. He will touch everyone involved’s heart to let me out this time.

Because of the nature of the crimeW. had committed, it was never
clear that hewouldbe granteda compassionate release. Inmates in some
systems are able to apply for compassionate release when they are deter-
mined to be terminally ill. However, there are many hurdles before that
application is granted. The National Institute of Corrections (Anno,
2001) indicates that the use of compassionate release is complicated:

Many judges and state officials are reluctant to release inmates until it is clear
that their physical disabilities will preclude their return to antisocial behavior.
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Often, by the time that marker is reached, inmates may be too sick to benefit
from their release. (p.77)

Although I had to decide for myself about the societal implications of
compassionate release, Ideemed this irrelevant toworking withW. ther-
apeutically. In client-centered therapy, therapists strive to keep their
own personal values separate from supporting clients in their own
growth. I knew, however, that the chances of his release were slim at
best. Although I supported him in his pursuit of the goal of release, I
was simultaneously able to reinforce the real possibility that he would
not be released.

The goal of release had many underlying meanings forW., but it was
wrapped into a single, identifiable event. By discussing what he would
do after his release, we were also discussing what was important for
him to complete prior to his death, without regard towhere hewaswhen
his death took place. W. often had vivid images, and he summarized
one this way:

Themain thing is to try and live as longas Ican. Ican feel it coming though, and
it’s not far away . . .Like that doctor said . . . I had from 1710 days to
live . . .Then he said a month at the most and that’s more like it . . . I believe in
my heart the Lord will get me out. I will find my family even though they all
know and said,‘‘Sowhat.’’ I will find them and tell them that I am not mad after
all. I am the one who got into trouble so I will still ask for forgiveness and then
it’s on them.

We discussed the possibility of writing to his family, or working with
his family to have themvisit him inside. For him, these possibilities were
not the same as seeing them in person when he had been released.The
goal of making things right with other people came to mean something
different when it appeared that he was not going to get to see his family.
Then the other inmates and staff became more meaningful to him, and
resolution concerned his attitude toward people in general. One day I
asked him how he would like to be remembered. He responded:

I would like to show people how tobe strong inside and never give up, nomatter
how it looks. Most of all put your love and trust in the Lord for he will never let
you down or hurt you as long as you believe with all your heart and keep your
faith and good things will come your way.

Eventually a decisionwas reached regardingW.’s request for compas-
sionate release. His request was denied. Although this decision would
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blockW. from his ultimate goal, theworst part of the ethical dilemma for
me had only begun. I felt a relief that a decision had finally been
reached. Although the relief experienced after a decision not in one’s
favor is not the same as achievement of the goal, the end result may still
be the cessation of worry and tension. However,W. was not to be given
the same relief.The administration indicated that I was not to tell him
about the decision, because they believed that it was wrong to give him
bad news. They believed that he would die more peacefully without
knowing that his release had been denied.

As an employee of the prison, I wasbound to the decisions of the insti-
tution. It had been made very clear to me that I was not allowed to tell
him. It is vital to the security of a correctional facility that the adminis-
tration not only control the movement of persons, but also of informa-
tion. And yet, I knew thatW. could not accept his death until he knew
the outcome of the request, for better or for worse. He had already pro-
ven that he was able to hold on physically far past most human limits.
He re-iterated ‘‘never give up’’ in many ways and many times. Seeing
himwas very conflictual for me, as I felt that I had to be deceitful even
with simple evasion. I did see him twice during the time that I knew of
the decision but was not able to tell him, but at least my presence was
comforting to him (Richman,1995).

As a therapist I was ethically obligated to help him, and I believed
that the waiting was creating more depression than the denial of his
request would. He needed the relief that I had been able to experience
when the decision was handed down. He needed the information in
order to move onto the next goal, the goal of a good death. He reported
on one of the occasions that Ivisited him:

I am just lost with all this waiting.Yesterday they had to leave my door open,
even last night they had to leave it open. I was just real depressed. I walked
and walked until I could not walk any more, then I finally went to sleep. My
vitals is way down again today.

I engaged in a great deal of consultation with other mental health
professionals about the constraints and obligations of my role. My delib-
eration concerned autonomy, or the rights of the individual, and profes-
sional responsibility, or fidelity to the institution (American
Psychological Association, 1992). As with all ethical dilemmas, two
values came into conflict. Both values, autonomy and fidelity, were
worthy of upholding. As is the case with any situation where two good
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values are in conflict, there are numerous possible solutions. Moral indi-
viduals could come out in favor of many of these solutions.

Thus, I also had heartfelt discussions with the administration. I
attempted to clarify both the end-of-life process and the meaning of a
compassionate release toW. Finally, I was given permission to tell him
that his release hadbeen denied. As I had expected, his attitude became
one of acceptance. A couple of days after he received the news, he stated:

Well, this morning . . . I went out to smoke and could not smoke.The tumor in
mymouth is so big it hasmy lips turned andmy throat is completely closed off so
I cannot inhale through my mouth. Nothing is going right at all. I cannot go
home, cannot eat, drink, smoke, talk. The only ones that even want to talk to
me or listen to me is you and [another staff member]. The others go the other
way. I am going to talk to my friend Sunday and decide what to do. I want to
let go, but how? I have been a fighter all my life. I feel good, my vitals are all
thewaybackup. Idonot want to do any thingagainst the Lord. Sowhat do Ido?
Wait until the next time I start bleeding and just let it go . . . I sleep at least18 to
19 hours a day . . . I do not think it’s too far anyway . . . This guy that was here
when I first got here . . . said it will happen in my sleep . . . I guess all I can do is
wait. If something happens while I am awake then I will just let it go that way.
They said next time would be it anyway. I sure wanted out.

There was no longer anger or depression in his tone, simply accep-
tance. Finally, he was able to conceive of what letting go might be like
and of how to stop fighting. He had shifted to a place where he could
see the advantages to not fighting any longer.W. died very peacefully
several days later.

Conclusion

Although ethical conflicts can arise during the psychotherapy of
terminally ill inmates, this case study has attempted to illustrate how
these conflicts can be resolved in compliance with the APA Code of
Ethics, the mental health concerns of the inmate, and the rules and pro-
tocols of the prison institution.This conflict can occur when thepersonal
meaning important to an inmate’s mental health at the end-of-life is
contrary to the necessary rules of safe conduct of the prison environ-
ment. Foremost, the clarification of the therapist’s role to both the
inmate and prison staff is vitally important. In addition, consultation
on these (as with all) ethical matters is crucial to creating new and crea-
tive solutions. Finally, careful listening and empathy for all parties
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involved, an acceptance of both the goals and meaning of a situation, as
well as the reality of the rules and procedures, may create new opportu-
nities for solutions or change.

The end of life is a time when very little personal control is available.
In a prison environment, there is even less. And yet it is the quest for
meaningful existence that allows the terminally ill inmate to fully live
out his last days and months. It is the role of the mental health profes-
sional to help the inmate find sources of meaning, and accept the anger,
depression and grief that he will experience.The value of this difficult,
yet rewarding process canbe seen in the acceptance and growth demon-
strated by both clients and caregivers in coping with the final stages of
life.
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